Your Lab, Your Way

HLF Agility®

Starter sets to full labs, HLF Agility offers Hanson quality,
plenty of options, and the power to change.

Hanson Lab Furniture, Inc.
The Science of Laboratory Construction

HLF Agility

Integrated, quality casework that’s quick to
install, easy to change, and an investment that
you can take with you.
HLF Agility is the ideal choice if you want the lab you build today
to still be the perfect lab tomorrow. Because it’s modular, you have
a wide range of options: cabinet materials, underhung installation,
floor mounted with nylon glide casters for easier mobility, and
more. It’s fully integrated, within the line and with other Hanson
products, so you can expand as needed.
In fact, you can change it, move it, or even take it with you. This
flexibility and value make it a smart investment whether you’re
building a complete laboratory or starting with a single wall of
casework.

HLF Agility delivers all this:
• H
 anson’s leading-edge combination of
quality, quick installation, and affordability.
• A
 vailable in a choice of stationary benches
with nylon leveling supports or mobile
benches with casters.
• F ully integrated with Hanson’s complete
line of fixed cabinets, tables, fume hoods,
fixtures, chem-resistant work surfaces,
overhead service carriers, and accessories.
• Includes standard casework, special-use
cabinets, shelving, and tables.
• A
 vailable in 10 standard colors, two-tone
combinations, and custom colors.
• R
 ecyclable steel frame holds cabinets
in your choice of materials: steel, wood,
or laminate. Hanson’s fit and finish hold
up to any science, from Life Sciences to
alternative fuel technology.
• Q
 uality construction details like verticallywelded supports provide greater loadbearing capacity, keep door and drawer
alignment true for the life of the cabinet,
and assure years of peak performance.

Underhung cabinets with standard casters

Nylon glide casters

Find out more. Call the Hanson Lab Planning Specialists:

805.498.3121 www.hansonlab.com
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